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In order to access MechaPwn on a PlayStation 3, a memory card entry point like
FreeMcBoot and Fortuna is required. The downloaded MechaPwn.elf file must be

copied on to a USB stick, and then launched on the console itself via
uLaunchELF, or any similar application. During its very first boot-up MechaPwn
creates a console-specific nvm.bin (BIOS config) file on the root of the plugged
USB stick. (It is highly recommended to store the file safely for later use) Once
thats done, the console must be completely powered down. The easiest way to
check if your Sony PS2 BIOS is the same as the one the PlayStation 3 requires is

to navigate to BIOS version 4.5. Reset the PS3 memory card to the last
operation, and connect it to the original PS2 hard drive. Reset the PS3 BIOS to

the original version by using the BIOS feature. Reset the PS2 hard drive to
factory settings. If you can successfully use the USB port on your PlayStation 2

and connect it to your PS3, then the SCPH-70000 version is correct and works on
the PS3. If you can't connect the USB port, check to make sure you have the

right username and password, and then try again. The easiest way to check if
your Sony PS2 BIOS is the same as the one the PlayStation 3 requires is to

navigate to BIOS version 4.5. Reset the PS3 memory card to the last operation,
and connect it to the original PS2 hard drive. Reset the PS3 BIOS to the original

version by using the BIOS feature. Reset the PS2 hard drive to factory settings. If
you can successfully use the USB port on your PlayStation 2 and connect it to
your PS3, then the SCPH-90000 version is correct and works on the PS3. If you
can't connect the USB port, check to make sure you have the right username

and password, and then try again.
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